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To serve the most of the needs of teachers'
and students' communities we offer
All in One Interconnected Environment:
Formula Editor
CAS expression evaluator and equation solver
Graph Plotter (2D and 3D)
Interactive Geometry Explorer (2D and 3D)
Math Courses Tutor and Test Assessment
Simple editing of typographic quality math texts including
interactive templates.

Formula Editor
WYSIWYG Typographic quality editing:

Embedded Objects

Expression evaluator and equation solver
Special operations in12 fields of Math

Elementary Algebra
Calculus
Equation solution in final or step-by-step form:
Equation with roots:
Other kinds of equations:
2sinx + 3cosx = 0.3
log2(x+3) – log2(x-1) = 5

System of equations:

Limits calculation:

Determinants calculation:

Graph Plotter
Type a function (no need of special syntax):

Get its graph:

:
Solve equation and confirm its solutions by graph:

Graphs of functions of 2 variables (3D):

Geometry Explorer
Basic objects
Figures: triangle, square, rectangle, parallelogram, rhombus, general polygon,
circle, ellipse, trapezoid

Elements: point, line, segment, angle, parallel lines, axis, coordinate system,
vector, arc, sector, elliptic arc and sector

Operations: translation, rotation, changing length and shape, scaling up and down,
reflection in line, inversion in point, binding the figures into groups.

Editing tools: changing color and style of lines, color filling, style of text.
Automatic and manual measurements of Length, Distance, Area, Angle using
ruler and protractor.

Copying of graphs of functions to geometry' window:

Basic constructions: bisector, midpoint, perpendicular
Symmetry operations
Operations with vectors
Analytical geometry (coordinates, line equations)

Solids

Polyhedrons, plane, sphere;
Translations, rotations, scaling up and down,
Intersections, skeleton and stereoscope view, unfolding

Using “Math-XPress” for e-Training and
e-Assessment in Mathematical Courses
XPress-Tutor
Content-based problems in Math-Xpress environment
3 modes of operation: Learn, Train, Test

Learn = General Help + List of Steps + Help to step +
+ Step's Result
Train = Learn + Multiple choice to each step
Test = Multiple choice of the final step +
recognition of student's input + no intermediate help or hint
Features
random parameters, calculated step's results,
open interactive environment
Semi-Intelligent e-Assessment
2 approaches to evaluate students' answers:
Semi-Intelligent Multiple-Choice Questions (SI-MCQ)
Open Answer (OA)

Ordinary MC-Questions are limited to a form of an answer.
Open Answer Questions leave too much freedom (hard to
make correct assessment of an answer).
Semi-Intelligent Multiple-Choice Questions
combine several possible forms of an answer with Open-type
(WYSIWYG) writing.

Development of new content
XPress-Task Editor
Simple GUI enables to develop new problems without
knowledge of special syntax:

Integration of XPress-Tutor into Moodle

Evaluation of Xpress-Tutor
in Teaching Linear Algebra at Ariel University

Similar results have been obtained at Talpiot teacher's college
for the group of students learning Quantitative Thinking,
and for the group of 28 students of the Technical University of Sofia
learning Linear Algebra.

